Distribution and determinants of QRS rotation of black and white persons in the general population.
The prevalence and determinants of QRS transition zones are not well established. We examined the distributions of Normal, clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW)) QRS transition zones and their relations to disease, body size and demographics in 4624 black and white men and women free of cardiovascular disease and major ECG abnormalities enrolled in the NHANES-III survey. CW transition zones were least observed (6.2%) and CCW were most prevalent (60.1%) with Normal in an intermediate position (33.7%). In multivariable logistic regression analysis, the adjusted, significant predictors for CCW compared to Normal were a greater proportion of blacks and women, fewer thin people (BMI<20, thin), a greater ratio of chest depth to chest width, and an LVMass index <80g. By contrast, CW persons were older, had larger QRS/T angles, smaller ratio of chest depth to chest width, had a greater proportion of subjects with low voltage QRS, more pulmonary disease, a greater proportion with high heart rates, shorter QRS duration and were more obese (BMI≥30). Normal rather than being the most prevalent transition zone was intermediate in frequency between the most frequently encountered CCW and the least frequently encountered transition zone CW. Differences in the predictors of CW and CCW exist. This requires further investigation to examine how far these differences explain the differences in the published prognostic differences between CW and CCW.